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Abstract
Next generation sequencing (NGS) produces large volumes of data. To keep the
processing time within bounds, there is the need to optimize the bioinformatics
analysis pipelines. We have been using scientific workflow technology for agile
development of analysis pipelines and grid infrastructure to accelerate the processing. Although these methods were successfully applied to a diverse range
of sequencing experiments we also encountered several bottlenecks during the
analysis. The challenge is to pinpoint the bottlenecks and to remove them to
make optimal use of e-infrastructures for NGS experiments.
The generic platform we have developed and work with, called e-BioInfra,
is currently used for medical imaging, metabolomics and large scale DNA sequencing projects. It has been used for comparison of small genomes, analysis
of RNAseq experiments[1, 2], virus discovery[3], and the analysis of exome sequencing experiments[4]. The platform has a layered architecture and is based on
a national grid infrastructure. It consists of a workflow management system[5],
several user interfaces for workflow submission[6], and a provenance store that
gathers workflow execution information from the other system components[7].
Upon execution the user can choose a previously developed workflow, define
which files to analyze, and which parameters to use. The workflow management
system then takes the input and translates these into jobs that are automatically
executed on a distributed infrastructure.
In an earlier study we showed that this approach can result in a 30x speedup compared to serial execution on a local system[8]. In practice we see that
some applications perform well indeed and that similar speed-up rates can be
obtained. However, with some software applications we experience high job error
rates which are not all automatically recovered by the platform. One of the popular workflows we experienced problems with (BWA alignment) was optimized
to reduce the error rate and decrease total workflow runtime[9]. A subsequent
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statistical analysis of the provenance store, which is originally meant to trace
back all steps of an experiment, was used to identify main causes for failure[10].
The improvements to the BWA workflow resulted in an increase of the success
rate from 10% to 70% and a reduction of processing time to a third. The analysis
of the provenance store indicated that BWA uses more memory than some sites
offer, which was not obvious from manual inspection of the log files. This problem
could be easily solved by blacklisting certain sites for BWA alignments.
To summarize, the e-Bioscience platform hides the complexities of distributed
computing infrastructures from end-users. It enables scientists to perform analysis faster and be flexible in tool integration in analysis workflows. It furthermore facilitates the sharing of data and methods via the e-infrastructure. By
using the e-BioInfra platform, optimizing workflows, and thorough examination
of provenance and logging information, the analysis of NGS data can be greatly
accelerated.
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